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Abstract—The aim of optimization of store management is not only designing the situation of store management itself including its equipment, technology and operation. In optimization of store management we need to consider also synchronizing of technological, transport, store and service operations throughout the whole process of logistic chain in such a way that a natural flow of material from provider to consumer will be achieved the shortest possible way, in the shortest possible time in requested quality and quantity and with minimum costs. The paper deals with the application of the queuing theory for optimization of warehouse processes. The first part refers to common information about the problematic of warehousing and using mathematical methods for logistics chains optimization. The second part refers to preparing a model of a warehouse within queuing theory. The conclusion of the paper includes two examples of using queuing theory in praxis.
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I. INTRODUCTION

MATHMATICAL optimization methods are generally quite often used as a tool that allows you to shorten processing times and reduce the cost of implementation processes. Application of appropriate optimization methods can reduce the cost of implementing the activities of sub-logistics chain and subsequently the supply chain as a whole. Storage and transport processes together with the sub-logistics chain that are the most cost making and therefore specially checked [1], [3]. Choosing the appropriate method and its subsequent application to a particular process in the supply chain can reduce the time request of the implemented processes, thereby reducing costs.

In the context with the application of mathematical optimization methods, it should be noted that in addition to providing the benefits associated with them some disadvantages may occur. These include the basic condition using mathematical optimization method, which is the algorithm development [7]. This process necessarily leads to some simplification activities and tasks related to the solution. Another disadvantage can be a time-consuming and complicated mathematical use. Nevertheless, these methods often serve as a basis for proposed changes aimed at optimizing processes.

The logistics chain consists of subsystems and these in turn are made up of specific processes and activities. In the warehousing subsystem processes are mainly related to income and expenses by establishing the material, but also process such as packing, sorting, labelling and many others [2], [8]. To optimize these processes several mathematical methods can be applied to be used as a part of the decision making and management of logistics processes.

Among the most frequently used mathematical optimization methods, which are used as a tool to optimize warehouse management include:

- inventory management models;
- queuing theory;
- methods of graph theory, etc.

The models based on queuing theory have recently appeared as a suitable tool to optimize storage management [4]. This is mainly because they can deal with complex processes, respectively processes as part of the logistics system and not as a set of isolated subsystems.

II. THE CHARACTERISTICS OF QUEUE THEORY

Queue theory is the mathematical study of waiting lines, or queues. Queue theory deals with the phenomena and processes that are permanent having the character of large scale and with the creation servicing requirements and operating time are exposed to random influences. Queueing theory is the mathematical study of waiting lines, or queues. In queueing theory a model is constructed so that queue lengths and waiting time can be predicted [1]. Queueing theory is generally considered a branch of operations research because the results are often used when making business decisions about the resources needed to provide a service.

Queueing theory has its origins in research by Agner Krarup Erlang when he created models to describe the Copenhagen telephone exchange [9]. The ideas have since seen applications including telecommunication, traffic engineering, computing. Queue model consists of resource requirements and operating system itself. Queue theory provides information on the likely or average throughout the process queue.

The requirements entering the system queue theory are sequentially serviced by the channels (lines) of the services. If lines are busy demands waiting for served in the queue and will be serviced in the order which entered into the queue [9]. The intervals between the input requirements may be constant,
but most are random variables. A schematic illustration of the process in queue system is shown in Fig. 1.

Typical examples might be:
- banks/supermarkets - waiting for service;
- computers - waiting for a response;
- failure situations - waiting for a failure to occur e.g. in a piece of machinery;
- public transport - waiting for a train or a bus;
- logistics problems – warehousing.

To analyze every sub-system we need information relating to [10]:
- arrival process;
- service mechanism;
- queue characteristics.

The simplest arrival process is one where we have completely regular arrivals (i.e. the same constant time interval between successive arrivals). A Poisson stream of arrivals corresponds to arrivals at random [5]. In a Poisson stream successive customers arrive after intervals which independently are exponentially distributed. The Poisson stream is important as it is a convenient mathematical model of many real life queuing systems and is described by a single parameter - the average arrival rate. Other important arrival processes are scheduled arrivals; batch arrivals; and time dependent arrival rates (i.e. the arrival rate varies according to the time of day) [10]. Arrival process includes:
- how customers arrive e.g. singly or in groups (batch or bulk arrivals);
- how the arrivals are distributed in time (e.g. what is the probability distribution of time between successive arrivals (the interarrival time distribution));
- whether there is a finite population of customers or (effectively) an infinite number.

Assuming that the service times for customers are independent and do not depend upon the arrival process is common. Another common assumption about service times is that they are exponentially distributed. Service mechanism is [10]:
- a description of the resources needed for service to begin;
- how long the service will take (the service time distribution);
- the number of servers available;
- whether the servers are in series (each server has a separate queue) or in parallel (one queue for all servers);
- whether pre-emption is allowed (a server can stop processing a customer to deal with another "emergency" customer).

Queue characteristics considered:
- how, from the set of customers waiting for service, do we choose the one to be served next (e.g. FIFO (first-in first-out) - also known as FCFS (first-come first served); LIFO (last-in first-out); randomly) (this is often called the queue discipline) [10];
- do we have:
  - balking (customers deciding not to join the queue if it is too long);
  - reneging (customers leave the queue if they have waited too long for service);
  - jockeying (customers switch between queues if they think they will get served faster by so doing);
- a queue of finite capacity or (effectively) of infinite capacity.

Changing the queue discipline (the rule by which we select the next customer to be served) can often reduce congestion. Often the queue discipline "choose the customer with the lowest service time" results in the smallest value for the time (on average) a customer spends queuing.

Critical factors (characteristics) affect the queuing system are:
- the average number of requests entering the per unit time;
- the probability distribution of inputs requirements to the system (constant or random);
- the average number of services executed by one line of the service per unit of time.

To characterize a queuing system we have to identify the probabilistic properties of the incoming flow of requests, service times and service disciplines [9]. The arrival process can be characterized by the distribution of the interarrival times of the customers, denoted by $A(t)$, that is:

$$A(t) = P \text{ (interarrival time } < t)$$ \hspace{1cm} (1)

In queuing theory these interarrival times are usually assumed to be independent and identically distributed random variables. The other random variable is the service time, sometimes it is called service request, work. Its distribution function is denoted by $B(x)$, that is:
The service times, and interarrival times are commonly supposed to be independent random variables. The structure of service and service discipline tell us the number of servers, the capacity of the system that is the maximum number of customers staying in the system including the ones being under service [9]. The service discipline determines the rule according to the next customer is selected. The most commonly used laws are [11], [12]:

- first in first out - this principle states that customers are served one at a time and that the customer that has been waiting the longest is served first;
- last in first out - this principle also serves customers one at a time, but the customer with the shortest waiting time will be served first, also known as a stack [11];
- processor sharing - service capacity is shared equally between customers;
- priority - customers with high priority are served first. Priority queues can be of two types, non-preemptive (where a job in service cannot be interrupted) and preemptive (where a job in service can be interrupted by a higher priority job). No work is lost in either model;
- shortest job first - the next job to be served is the one with the smallest size [12];
- preemptive shortest job first - The next job to be served is the one with the original smallest size;
- shortest remaining processing time - The next job to serve is the one with the smallest remaining processing requirement;
- service facility;
- customer’s behavior of waiting.

The aim of all investigations in queueing theory is to get the main performance measures of the system, which are the probabilistic properties (distribution function, density function, mean, variance) of the following random variables: number of customers in the system, number of waiting customers, utilization of the server/s, response time of a customer, waiting time of a customer, idle time of the server, busy time of a server [9]. Of course, the answers heavily depend on the assumptions concerning the distribution of interarrival times, service times, number of servers, capacity and service discipline. It is quite rare, except for elementary or Markovian systems, that the distributions can be computed. Usually their mean or transforms can be calculated.

The resulting parameters, such as the number of requests in the system, using the service time of line, waiting time of the requirements in the queue, and so are the basis for the decision, and then to select the appropriate option [6].

Economic balance between the cost of acquisition and operation of lines and losses of service of waiting requirements in the queue determines the optimal number of lines. The solution can be obtained analytically (using calculation relations) or by simulation. By analytically way is possible to finalize the results of more simple processes (determining the optimal number of parallel lines of service), the simulation is designed to deal with more complex processes (some combination of serial and parallel lines). In addition, the simulation can also be used for training the staff, and also for cases involving crisis management.

### III. APPLICATION OF QUEUING MODELS

Queue models can be used to determine the density of the terminal networks, the size and capacity of the warehouses, determine the types of handling equipment and others. By application of queue theory the process can be addressed and realized in the warehouse management, such as activities in the central warehouse, which deals with assembling of shipments from multiple suppliers and then distributing them according to a combination of specific customer requirements.

In developing the model should first define the warehouse elements, which will enter the queuing system. In the model the queuing process consists of resource requirements which are the stock items in the form of goods packed in cartons. Front of awaiting requirements is made by items that are collected for the roller track (stack). Stock items are handled manually by workers from pallets to the roller conveyor.

Service lines in this model consist of e-points (computers) that are used to enter the input information about the weight, number, or other characteristics of items and income records. Each e-point is operated by one employee – storekeeper, operator. Over serviced is every item transfer by the roller conveyor and then dispatched in a direction orthogonal to conveyor belt (Fig. 2). Next is the loading place, where are the items serviced again by the operator and sorted by identifiers. Typical are for identification used bar codes or RFID tags. In this model of storage solutions the queue system can be used twice (income and outcome goods), but as an example to illustrate the application queue theory it will only be used to optimize income items.

Queue system provides information about probable or average course of the procedure and is therefore suitable for the detection of information about:

- the number of items in the stack (front);
- average waiting time over to serve;
- changes caused by increasing or decreasing the number of service lines (e-points);
- changes caused by using one stack for supply two lines of service.

Based on these data (model characteristics) it is possible to choose the best variant - the number of service lines, what is resulting into the determination of the necessary number of the operators (workers).

Queue system is characterized by two main parameters:

- number of items entering the system (x),
- number of items served per unit of time (y).

\[
B(x) = P(\text{service time} < x) \tag{2}
\]
The basic condition for the solution is to reach such a state, when entering the number of items is less than the number of items served. Other important characteristics necessary for the calculation are:

- type of distribution of a random variable, which manage the input flows and the operation,
- number of service stations;
- limitation of waiting inputs;
- the order of the items in the front.

Methods queue theory contains more parameters and calculations appropriate for determining the optimal variant. Using of queue theory may be to demonstrate on the models mentioned warehouse, but only with one e-point.

On average, to the system enters 80 items within an 8-hour workday, and these inputs are exponentially distributed. Served one item on entrance e-point takes 5 minutes and this time has an exponential distribution too.

Summary model depends on this information:

- input (x = 10 items per hour);
- services capacity (y = 12 items per hour).

Operating costs of one e-point is 110 Euro per day. Wage of the worker who serve e-point is 4.00 Euro per hour. Wage of the worker who fills the stack (front) is 7.00 Euro per hour. One year has 250 working days.

Traffic density is calculated from the relationship:

\[ \rho = \frac{x}{y} \]

The average number of items in the stack is determined from the relationship:

\[ \Phi L = \frac{2\rho}{(1 - \rho)} \]

The average waiting time in the stack is:

\[ \Phi W = \frac{\rho}{[y \cdot (1 - \rho)]} \]

**A. Example 1: The One-Line Service and One Front**

The calculation (1) of the density of traffic:

\[ \rho = \frac{10}{12} = 0.833 \]

Calculate (2) the average number of items in the stack:

\[ \Phi L = \frac{0.8332}{(1-0.833)} = 4.166 \]

Calculate (3) the average waiting time in the tank:

\[ \Phi W = \frac{0.833}{[12 (1-0.833)]} = 0.413 \text{ h} = 25 \text{ min} \]

Economic evaluation of example 1: Based on data on traffic density, it is necessary to employ 5 workers serving supply stack (5 x 7.00 x 8 x 250 = 70 000 Euro/year). The annual cost of e-point is the (110.00 x 250) 27 500 Euro per worker, which it serves 8 000 Euro/year (1 x 4.00 x 8 x 250). The total annual cost is therefore 105 500 Euro.

**B. Example 1: Two Lines and Two Service Fronts**

The calculation (1) of the density of traffic:

\[ \rho = \frac{5}{12} = 0.416 \]

Calculate (2) the average number of items in the stack:

\[ \Phi L = \frac{0.4162}{(1-0.416)} = 0.297 \]

Calculate (3) the average waiting time in the tank:

\[ \Phi W = \frac{0.416}{[12 (1-0.416)]} = 0.059 = 3.6 \text{ min} \]

Economic evaluation of example 2: Thanks the significant time savings in storage waiting items, we can think only with of two workers serving supply stack with the annual salary (2 x 7.00 x 8 x 250) 28 000 Euro. Annual operating costs of two e-Point is 55 000 Euro and wages of workers who serve there are 16 000 Euro/year (2 x 4.00 x 8 x 250). Total annual costs in this case amount to 99 000 Euro.

**IV. CONCLUSION**

Based on the economic evaluation of the two examples it has been shown that while increasing the number of service lines, the variant with two e-points seems better in terms of operating costs.

It is necessary to mention that the values of the parameters may be changed due to change in the input data. However, it is important that the application of queuing theory on the created model determines the basic characteristics and the expected course of these processes and the behaviour of the warehouse.
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